Bring in your students for one of our P-12 educational programs. We have a variety of topics, and encourage students to explore and find joy in learning. Delivery is adapted to meet the needs of the learners and the programs complement our exhibits and 3D movies.

Get in touch MuseumEducation@ucdenver.edu 303-315-9429

2019-2020 Educational Program Offerings

Kingdom Animalia
Calling all taxonomists! Join us in testing your observational and analytical skills to categorize our biofacts. Test your knowledge of the animal kingdom through our interactive games. (Pairs with Museum Alive 3D movie)

Wild Colorado
Explore your own backyard through the eyes of a geologists and biologists! You'll interact with up-close encounters of our Colorado biofacts and learn about the beauty of our state's ecosystem.

Biome Bonanza
Learn about the Earth's tremendous biodiversity with this program. Young scientists will take a deeper look at the wonderful world through a hands-on Biome Lab.

Web of Life
Find connections within the animal ecosystem and explore the delicate balance between predator and prey. You'll find your own connection between animal and earth through our interactive games and see what happens when these connections are broken.

Amazing Adaptations
Study the adaptations and survival techniques animals use to thrive in the wild. Explore the incredible world around us and discover the differences within a species.